Bonethane is a high heat Polymer Splashback and Wall Panel
which comes with GRIPTEK backing, a barrier application which
controls colour consistency, delaminating and imperfections
within the wall or adhesives applied to the backs of sheets.
Unlike conventional coloured Acrylics, Bonethane does not
split or crack when cutting, drilling or planning & is equipped with
self extinguishing properties. https://youtu.be/icl9VoH0_Vs
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With Bonethane Premium Splashbacks and Wall panels there
is no need to coat your walls a neutral colour prior to install,
making your installation experience and process 38% faster
than Acrylic install methods.
Bonethane is UV weather worthy available in any solid colour,
metallic and digitally printed. Bonethane is suitable for showers,
Kitchens, Bathrooms, External Wall Panels, Feature Walls &
Signage, which is Graffiti proof.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqFvMjx2jqY
Dwellings suffering movement in their foundations benefit from
Bonethane on their walls as nothing like its Acrylic, Tile and
Glass comparisons, prove praiseworthy in performance and
staying power. Bonethane will not crack but bow forward
allowing time to remove the substrate from the wall, addressing
the wall area and replacing Bonethane without the limitations of
fracture or rupture like Acrylic, Tiles & Glass.
Additional power cut outs can be applied on your wall by drilling
through the face of the sheet without damage to the Bonethane
sheeting.
The flexibility in cutting, crafting, customising, heat absorption
and any colour process allows Bonethane Technologies to lead
in Innovation. What is more ISPS Innovations are the first
Polymer splashback in the market that can make our digital
printed splashbacks totally water proofed with GripTek™
technologies, locking in the digital image & protecting from
water damage, nothing like the vinyl wrap process which is open
to many misrepresentations in performance limiting warranty.
This makes Bonethane perfect for signage and luxury displays.
Another first from ISPS Innovations is the recycling of Bonethane
Polymers into Bonethane10, see our tablet & projector screen
stands suitable for IPAD and Android devices. Our stands also
house our rear screen projector screens widely used in board
rooms, schools and events. Bonethane Premium carries product of
Australia logo. For more information on our innovative range call
ISPS Innovations. We supply nationally all over Australia.

Bonethane, The Right Choice,
Everything Else Is Just Plastic™

